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Abstract—This paper introduces several frameworks for the
design and implementation of high performance GPU kernels
that target batch workloads with irregular sizes. Such work-
loads are ubiquitous in many scientific applications, including
sparse direct solvers, astrophysics, and quantum chemistry. The
paper addresses two main categories of frameworks, taking the
Cholesky factorization as a case study. The first uses host-
side kernel launches, and the second uses device-side launches.
Within each category, different design options are introduced,
with an emphasis on the advantages and the disadvantages of
each approach. Our best performing design outperforms the
state-of-the-art CPU implementation, scoring up to 4.7× speedup
in double precision on a Pascal P100 GPU.

Index Terms—Matrix Factorization, Batch Linear Algebra,
GPU Computing

I. INTRODUCTION

A batch routine applies the same operation on many in-
dependent problems, potentially in a parallel fashion. In the
context of dense linear algebra, a batch routine applies a
basic linear algebra subprogram (BLAS) or Linear Algebra
PACKage (LAPACK) operation to an ideally large number
of relatively small independent matrices. The batch can have
problems of the same size (fixed size) or different sizes
(variable size).

Many higher-level solvers and scientific applications have
a dependency on high-performance batch dense linear algebra
software. In fact, the absence of a mature software for such
workloads has sparked some in-house developments of batch
routines for specific purposes. For example, batch LU factor-
ization has been used in subsurface transport simulation [1],
[2]. Batch Cholesky factorization and triangular solve have
been also used to accelerate an Alternating Least Square (ALS)
solver [3], [4]. Batch matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) is
at the core of many tensor contraction problems [5], [6].
Sparse linear algebra software, such as textSuiteSparse,1 has
huge dependencies on many batch BLAS and LAPACK rou-
tines [7], [8], including matrix multiplication, one-sided fac-
torization (LU, QR, and Cholesky), and matrix inversion [9].
The workload pattern of small independent problems is also
very important to computations on Hierarchical matrices (H-
matrices) [10].

Most numerical linear algebra libraries are specifically de-
signed and tuned to perform well on large problem sizes.
For example, the Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore
Architectures (MAGMA) library2 uses a hybrid CPU-GPU
design for its implementation of most LAPACK algorithms.
This is a nearly perfect strategy for large problems. MAGMA
is built on the assumption that trailing matrix updates on
the GPU can hide both the CPU activity and the CPU-GPU
communication [11]. Such an assumption is invalid for small
problems: the computation becomes more memory bound, and
the communication turns out to be the bottleneck. Some recent
efforts, however, have investigated a GPU-only design for
large problems [12]. Such work can benefit from this paper by
using the proposed optimized GPU kernels for memory-bound
operations.

This paper introduces several design options to address
variable-size batch computation on GPUs. The paper discusses
two different design approaches. The first uses host-launch
based solutions, with an emphasis on different scheduling
policies for thread block execution. The second approach is
based on the recent dynamic parallelism technology, where
a GPU kernel can be launched from within another GPU
kernel. Further, we address different design techniques for
efficiently utilizing dynamic parallelism. Due to the lack of
competitive vendor implementations in the CUDA Toolkit, the
final performance results are compared against state-of-the-art
CPU solutions.

II. RELATED WORK

The growing demand for high-performance dense linear
algebra on large batches of small matrices has led to early
developments for batch matrix multiplication [13], [14], which
is probably the most important operation in dense linear
algebra. For higher-level algorithms that consist of calls to
many BLAS kernels, researchers have followed two different
approaches. The first uses LAPACK-style blocking, so that
high performance is extracted from an optimized batch GEMM
routine [15]–[18]. For example, Haidar et al. [19] adopt a
blocking technique that is similar to LAPACK, but uses a much
smaller range of blocking sizes.



The second type of designs uses a one-kernel approach,
where all the computations are fused into a single GPU kernel.
Such a technique works well for very small sizes but fails
to scale on bigger sizes due to its heavy use of resources,
which limits the execution throughput. For example, Wang et
al. [20] introduced a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-
based parallel LU factorization of large sparse matrices, where
the algorithm is reduced to factorizing many small matrices
concurrently (up to size 118). Villa et al. [1] developed a GPU-
based batched LU factorization (up to size 128) for subsurface
transport simulation. Masliah et al. developed batched GEMM
for very small sizes for both CPUs and GPUs [21]. Batch QR
factorization and singular value decompositions (SVDs) [15],
[22], [23] have been introduced to accelerate hierarchical
compression of very large dense matrices. Kim et al. also
introduced batched matrix multiplication (GEMM), triangular
solve (TRSM), and LU factorization (no pivoting) for CPUs
and Intel’s Xeon Phi architectures, based on a compact inter-
leaved data layout [24].

While most of the research effort focuses on problems
of fixed sizes, there have been few contributions to ad-
dress variable-size problems on the GPU. For example, the
MAGMA library provides a set of Batch BLAS routines that
support variable-size batch workloads [25]. Some of these
routines were used in accelerating a biconjugate gradient
stabilized (BiCGStab) solver on hierarchical matrices [26]. In
general, these MAGMA kernels require finding the maximum
size(s) across all dimensions before the kernel launch. The
kernel grid is configured to accommodate the largest matrix
in the batch. The irregularity in the batch workload is han-
dled through the Adaptive SubGrid Truncation (ASGT) tech-
nique [25] which trims subgrids assigned to smaller problems
in the batch.

This paper discusses, in depth, two different design ap-
proaches for variable-size batch computation on GPUs. The
first follows in the footsteps of the ASGT technique [25], but
further enriches it with scheduling policies that control the
execution of thread blocks inside the GPU kernel. The second
approach uses dynamic parallelism, which is a GPU technol-
ogy that enables GPU kernels to be launched from within
another GPU kernel. The latter enables easy development, and
avoids the overhead of finding the maximum sizes.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Cholesky Factorization

Symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices are factorized
using the Cholesky factorization. The algorithm factorizes an
SPD matrix A = LLT , where L is a lower triangular matrix.
Two routines in LAPACK implement the algorithm. The first
is called (POTF2). It uses an unblocked code, which factorizes
one column at a time, and carries out the transformations
to the trailing matrix using Level 1 and Level 2 BLAS
routines. The second routine (POTRF) uses blocked code. It
calls (POTF2) to factorize a panel of certain width (nb > 1),
which leads to a compute-intensive update that utilizes Level
3 BLAS routines. According to LAPACK working notes [27],

the Cholesky factorization algorithm performs (N
3

3 + N2

2 + N
6 )

floating-point operations (FLOPs).
Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode for the unblocked

Cholesky factorization algorithm on an N×N matrix. At the ith

iteration, the algorithm inspects the diagonal element A[i,
i] to ensure positive definiteness. If passed, the algorithm
computes the square root of the diagonal element, scales
the current column below the diagonal, and then performs
a symmetric rank-1 update on the trailing submatrix to the
right. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 shows the blocked
Cholesky factorization. We adopt the left-looking variant of
the algorithm, since it is mostly dominated by the GEMM
operation, unlike the right-looking variant, which is dominated
by the often-less-optimized SYRK routine. At each iteration,
the current panel is updated first (SYRK + GEMM), then the
factorization takes place on the updated panel (POTF2 +
TRSM).

Algorithm 1: Unblocked Cholesky factorization.
for i=1 to N do

if A[i, i]≤0 then
// report error: non-SPD matrix

end
A[i, i] = sqrt(A[i, i])
A[i+1:N,i] *= (1 / A[i,i]) //(DSCAL)
// symmetric rank-1 update (DSYR)
A[i+1:N,i+1:N] -= A[i+1:N,i] × A[i+1:N, i]T

end

Algorithm 2: Blocked Cholesky factorization.
for i = 1 to N Step ib do

if (i > 0) then
// Update current panel (SYRK + GEMM)
A[i:i+ib,i:i+ib] -= A[i:i+ib,1:i] × A[i:i+ib,1:i]T ;
A[i+ib:N,i:i+ib] -= A[i+ib:N,1:i] × A[i:i+ib,1:i]T ;

end
// Panel factorization
POTF2( A[i:i+ib, i:i+ib] );
A[i+ib:N,i:i+ib] *= A[i:i+ib,i:i+ib]−1 // TRSM;

end

B. Dynamic Parallelism in CUDA

Dynamic parallelism is a technology that enables launching
GPU kernels inside other GPU kernels. Since the introduction
of the Kepler architecture, the GPU has become able to gener-
ate work for itself without going back to the CPU. However,
there is always a parent kernel that is launched from the host
side. Only child kernels can be launched from the GPU side.
In general, dynamic parallelism facilitates the programming
of applications where the amount of work is determined
only during runtime. One of the most notable applications to
dynamic parallelism is adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).3

For variable-size batch computation, a parent kernel consists
of independent threads, such that each thread is assigned to
a single problem. Each parent thread reads the necessary
information about the assigned problem, and launches the



corresponding child kernel. Figure 1 shows the difference
between a host-launch–based technique, and a device-launch–
based one. Typically, a host-launch–based technique uses a
uniform subgrid size, so that each subgrid is guaranteed to fit
the size of the assigned problem. The figure shows an example
for a 4×4 subgrid configuration (left). The ASGT layer works
on the subgrid level before any computation takes place. It
detects and terminates unwanted thread blocks for a smaller
problem size (colored in grey). The cost of the ASGT layer is
the overhead of detection and termination, which depends on
the size variation in the batch. In addition, the uniform subgrid
configuration requires a search for the maximum dimensions
across the batch, which is another source of overhead.

On the other hand, dynamic parallelism launches the exact
required number of thread bocks for each problem. There
is no need to search for the maximum dimensions, and
the ASGT layer is not required. However, the overhead of
dynamic parallelism comes in the two-stage launch process.
The CPU launches a parent kernel, which does not perform any
computation. Each parent thread then independently launches
a kernel for the assigned problem.

host
thread

host 
launch

main kernel

truncated 
subgrids

host
thread

host 
launch

parent kernel

device
launch

child kernel

(1) ASGT (2) Dynamic Parallelism

Fig. 1: The difference between a host-launch–based design (us-
ing ASGT), and a device-launch–based design (using dynamic
parallelism).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We illustrate our findings on a system with two 10-core
Intel Haswell processors (E5-2650 v3, running at 2.3 GHz)
and a Pascal GPU (Tesla P100). The GPU has 56 streaming
multiprocessors, running at a 1.328 GHz clock rate. The
GPU has a 16GB of CoWoS Stacked HBM2 memory, and
is attached to the host CPU through a PCIe interconnect. All
results are obtained using the CUDA 9.0RC toolkit.

Another experimental setup is the size distribution within
the test batches. In this paper, we consider two sets of dis-
tributions. Given a maximum size Nmax, the first distribution
randomly samples the interval [1:Nmax]. The distribution uses
a random number generator that follows a uniform distribution.
Figure 2 (left) shows an example for the first distribution.
The second distribution is customized to impose more load
imbalance for the designed kernels. This distribution generates
1% of the sizes that are equal to Nmax; the other 99%

matrix size
uniform distribution

matrix size
custom skewed distribution

Fig. 2: Histogram of the sizes generated in a 5000 matrices
batch using two different distributions with Nmax = 512.

are randomly sampled within the range [1:
⌊
N
10

⌋
]. Such a

distribution is a challenging test case, as the majority of sizes
are skewed within a very small size range, and there are still
very few matrices that are at the end of the size spectrum, as
shown in Figure 2 (right).

V. DESIGN DETAILS

This section discusses the different design candidates for a
variable-size batch Cholesky factorization.

A. The Building Block Kernel

All the design candidates use the same factorization kernel
as a building block. The kernel fuses the computational steps
of Algorithm 2 into one entity. Because we are using a blocked
code, the kernel performs the Cholesky factorization on a panel
of size (N − j) × nb, where N is the original size of the
matrix, j is the size of the factorized submatrix, and nb is
the blocking size. The kernel uses two main components that
are written as inlined device functions. The first component
is a symmetric rank-k update (SYRK) that is used in a left-
looking manner to update a rectangular panel, as shown in
Figure 3. The update function computes C = C − A × BT ,
where C is of size (N − j)× nb. The function performs the
update using an internal blocking size ib, so that C = C −
(a0b

T
0 + a1b

T
1 + · · · ). The function uses the register file to

store ai and bi, and incorporates double buffers to prefetch
ai+1 and bi+1 while the computation of the current product is
taking place. The update function also takes advantage of the
overlap between A and B to maximize data reuse. The panel
C is read from global memory, and updated successively in
shared memory. The second component of the building block
kernel is the panel factorization function, which implements
the unblocked Cholesky factorization according to Algorithm
1. The panel factorization function assumes that the panel is
stored in shared memory, so that the updated C is reused.

The complete factorization of an N ×N matrix is achieved
by calling the building block kernel

⌈
N
nb

⌉
times. At each call,

the kernel updates a new panel in shared memory, performs
an unblocked factorization in shared memory, and writes the
factorized panel in global memory. For an (N−j)×nb panel,
the kernel requires one thread block of (N − j) threads. We
now describe how to use this building block kernel to handle
a batch of matrices of different sizes.
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Fig. 3: The design of the Cholesky factorization kernel.

B. Batching Using Host-Launch

As mentioned before, a host-launch kernel is organized
as an array of subgrids, where each subgrid handles a sin-
gle problem. Since the CUDA programming model enforces
homogeneous subgrid configurations, the host must use a
configuration that fits the largest matrix size. A preparatory
step involves launching a GPU kernel that searches the size
array for the maximum matrix size Nmax, which is then passed
to the CPU to configure the kernel.

The ASGT layer is implemented on top of the building
block kernel of Section V-A. For each matrix having a size
N < Nmax, the ASGT layer terminates all the extra threads.
Recalling that the kernel is called multiple times to perform
the factorization, smaller matrices in the batch require fewer
calls to the kernel than bigger ones. Because the kernel does
not keep track of matrices that have been fully factorized in
previous calls, some thread blocks can be entirely terminated
upon launch if the assigned matrix is fully factorized.

Another design point is the scheduling of smaller matrices
in the batch. In general, we need

⌈
Nmax

nb

⌉
iterations to factorize

the entire batch. Factorization on smaller matrices can start at
iteration 0, or at a later iteration provided that the total number
of iterations remains

⌈
Nmax

nb

⌉
. In this regard, we discuss two

scheduling policies. The first is called Same Start Different
Ends (SSDE), and the second one is called Different Starts
Same End (DSSE). An SSDE scheduling policy starts on all
matrices at the first iteration. As the computation carries on,
smaller matrices are entirely factorized and require no further
processing. Table I shows an example for a batch of 4 matrices
that requires a total of 7 iterations, where the blocking size nb
is set to 8. The SSDE scheduling policy is easy to implement,
but it suffers from low occupancy near the end of computation.
It also produces significant variations in the sizes at each
iteration.

The DSSE policy considers fewer matrices at the beginning,
which correspond to matrices with the biggest set of sizes in
the batch. Factorizations of different matrices begin at different

Org. size Panel size per iteration
iter 0 iter 1 iter 2 iter 3 iter 4 iter 5 iter 6

50× 50 50× 8 42× 8 34× 8 26× 8 18× 8 10× 8 2× 2
32× 32 32× 8 24× 8 16× 8 8× 8 — — —
17× 17 17× 8 9× 8 1× 1 — — — —
5× 5 5× 5 — — — — — —

TABLE I: The SSDE scheduling policy. A blank cell means
that the corresponding matrix has been fully factorized.

iterations, but they all finish at the last iteration. As shown
in Table II, the small number of matrices encountered at the
beginning is mitigated by the fact that the sizes are relatively
large and create enough work for the GPU. The DSSE policy
also results in fewer size variations per iteration: at each
iteration, it considers a maximum size range equal to nb.
Table II shows the scheduling of factorization on the same
four matrices mentioned above.

Org. size Panel size per iteration
iter 0 iter 1 iter 2 iter 3 iter 4 iter 5 iter 6

50× 50 50× 8 42× 8 34× 8 26× 8 18× 8 10× 8 2× 2
32× 32 — — — 32× 8 24× 8 16× 8 8× 8
17× 17 — — — — 17× 8 9× 8 1× 1
5× 5 — — — — — — 5× 5

TABLE II: The DSSE scheduling policy. A blank cell means
that the corresponding matrix has been delayed to start at a
later iteration.

We conducted two performance tests to compare the SSDE
and DSSE scheduling policies. The first test uses a uniform
distribution similar to Figure 2 (left), while the second uses
the custom distribution of Figure 2 (right). Recall that both
policies share the same computational kernel, such that dif-
ferences in performance are due to the scheduling of thread
block execution. Figure 4 shows a performance comparison
of both distributions. Both scheduling policies have similar
performances for the uniform distribution. A typical uniform
distribution, especially using large batches, introduces small
variations in the matrix sizes. This is why such a distribution
cannot distinguish between the two scheduling policies, except
for a slight advantage on the part of the DSSE policy that is
up to 7.8%. Such an advantage decreases consistently as the
size become larger.

Figure 4 also shows the performance against the customized
distribution. This is a test case where we see a consistent ad-
vantage for the DSSE policy. Unlike the uniform distribution,
which has a nicely balanced workload, the custom distribution
of Figure 2 (right) imposes a more challenging range of sizes.
In fact, the DSSE policy is always faster than the SSDE policy,
scoring speedups that range between 5% and 20%. The main
reason for such speedups is the shared memory requirements—
the DSSE policy reduces the amount of unused shared memory
by reducing the size variations per kernel launch, which has a
positive effect on the kernel’s overall occupancy. As mentioned
before, the DSSE policy balances workloads at each iteration,
and also increases the occupancy near the end of computation
to compensate for the decreasing amount of work per matrix.
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison between the SSDE/DSSE
scheduling policies against two different size distributions for
5000 matrices using double precision on a P100 GPU.

Therefore, the DSSE policy is a more robust scheduling policy
for different size distributions.

C. Batching Using Device-Launch

The device-launch–based design uses the CUDA dynamic
parallelism. It invokes the same computational kernel de-
scribed in Section V-A. We begin with a simple design where
the parent kernel is configured with as many threads as the
number of matrices in the batch (batchCount). We call
this design the brute-force design. Each parent thread reads
the necessary information about the assigned problem, and
configures and launches the child kernel accordingly.
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Fig. 5: The impact of the pending launch count on performance
of dynamic parallelism kenels. Results are shown for Nmax =
512 using double precision on a P100 GPU.

The initial design exposes an important limitation of dy-
namic parallelism, which is called the Pending Launch Count
Limit (PLC limit). The CUDA runtime system keeps a buffer in
global memory for setting up the arguments and the launching
of child kernels. Such a buffer has a default limit of 2k
pending launches. If the buffer is full, and more pending
launches are generated, the runtime resizes the buffer while
the kernel is running, resulting in a severe performance penalty
that looks like a cliff in the performance graph. The CUDA

runtime system allows the buffer to be resized at an initial-
ization step. Figure 5 shows the effect of the PLC limit on
performance. The experiment uses Nmax = 512, and shows
the observed performance while increasing the number of
matrices (batchCount). It is clear that enlarging the buffer
beforehand helps delaying the cliff point. However, it does not
completely prevent it, as the maximum PLC limit is 64k. Note
that enlarging the buffer results in less available memory for
the user’s program. We also point out that the cliff points
encountered in single precision (not shown) were exact to
those encountered in double precision. This is due to the fact
that size of the kernel arguments (mostly integers and pointers)
do not differ from one precision to another, thus leading to the
same behavior regardless of the precision.

The brute-force design can be modified to delay the en-
counter of the cliff point, so that we can use the same PLC
buffer size for a greater number of problems while maintaining
the same performance. The modified design adopts a round
robin design by launching a finite number of parent threads
regardless of the value of batchCount. Parent threads loop
over the problem in a round-robin style, and launch child
kernels accordingly. This modification helps delay, but not
prevent, the cliff effect. As an example, when the PLC limit
is set to 16k, the brute-force kernels encounter the cliff point
at batches of size 550. Using the round-robin approach, the
kernel can now process batches of a thousand matrices using
the same PLC limit.

The round-robin kernel uses a fixed number of threads,
which can be a tuning parameter for the kernel. We conducted
a tuning experiment for the number of threads on 5000
matrices with a uniform size distribution. We tried kernel
configurations with 32, 64, 96, and 128 threads. We also
considered 56 and 112 thread configurations, since the GPU
has 56 multiprocessors. The experiment shows that as long
as the number of parent threads is ≤ 112, the performance
gets better with more parent threads. Beyond this threshold
we observe a performance decay, until a dramatic drop in
performance is encountered for more than 128 parent threads.
The bottom line with device-based launches is to closely
monitor the number of pending launch counts that can be
generated. The round-robin design is a partial solution. The
number of parent threads must be tuned according to the GPU
architecture, and to the launch pattern of child kernels.

VI. FINAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The vendor library (cuBLAS [28]) does not provide
variable-size batch routines. This is why the final performance
results are compared against a parallel CPU implementation
that calls the Intel MKL library (version 2017.0.3) within a
dynamically scheduled parallel for loop. All results are
reported using double-precision arithmetic.

The first experiment assesses the overheads of using host-
launches and device-launches. Figure 6 shows the perfor-
mance on batches of fixed-size matrices. The performance of
both approaches is compared against the MAGMA fixed-size
batch routine, which can be considered as an upper bound
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Fig. 6: Performance on a batch of fixed-size matrices. Results
are for 5000 matrices using double precision on a P100 GPU.

for performance. The performance of the host-launch–based
implementation using the DSSE policy is very close to the
performance of the fixed-size batch routine. This implies that
the overheads associated with the ASGT layer are almost
negligible, especially when the sizes grow. On the other hand,
the dynamic parallelism approach using the round-robin design
suffers from a huge overhead, although it uses the same
computational kernel. In fact, Figure 6 shows an overhead
that is up to 90%. The overheads consistently decrease as the
matrix sizes increase, which means that the overheads due to
device-launches are independent from the matrix sizes. As the
size grows bigger, more time is spent on the child kernels than
on launching them.

The second experiment compares the final performance on a
uniform distribution identical to Figure 2. Similarly, Figure 7a
shows that the MAGMA-DSSE kernel is a clear winner, with
speedups between 2.4×-4.7× against the CPU implementa-
tion. The MAGMA-DSSE kernel is also much faster than the
dynamic parallelism approach. It scores speedups in the range
of 1.8×-15×. Finally, Figure 7b shows a performance test
which uses the customized size distribution. This is a scenario
where we observe a much smaller asymptotic gap between
the MAGMA-DSSE routine and the CPU implementation. The
MAGMA-DSSE performance has an advantage in the range
of 1.08×-4.4× against MKL running over OpenMP. There
are two reasons for this behavior: firstly, the distribution of
Figure 2 (right) causes the MAGMA-DSSE kernel to launch
many extra thread blocks that are terminated through the
ASGT layer, which is a considerable overhead on a majority of
small size; secondly, most of the matrices are small enough to
fit the CPU cache, making CPU performance very competitive
with GPU performance. The MAGMA–round-robin kernel is
at least 2× slower than the MAGMA-DSSE kernel. This is
an expected behavior, since the overhead of a device-launch
is huge for small matrices.
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(a) Uniform distribution
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Fig. 7: Final performance against two different distributions.
Results are shown using double precision on a P100 GPU.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced several design techniques to optimize GPU
kernels for variable-size batch workloads. The paper intro-
duced a single computational kernel that can be launched
in two different ways (host side vs. device side). Both ap-
proaches are thoroughly discussed and evaluated. While the
device-launch–based approach did not prove competitive, it
is a promising approach if the technology behind dynamic
parallelism sufficiently improves in the future. The host-launch
design is the winning approach to date, and thanks to an
optimized scheduling of thread blocks, it is able to outperform
high-performance CPU based solutions, even on unbalanced
workloads.
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